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Segment

Nominal Growth Forecast
2013(P) 2014(F)

Total Restaurants and Bars
Limited-service restaurants
Full-service restaurants
Bars and taverns
Total Beyond Restaurants
Retail hosts (supermarkets, convenience
stores, other retailers)
Travel & leisure (recreation, lodging,
transportation)
Business & industry
Education (primary/secondary schools*,
colleges/universities)
Healthcare (hospitals, long-term care,
senior living)
All other (vending/coffee service, caterers,
military*, corrections*)
Total foodservice

3.8%
4.0
3.5
4.5
3.8%

4.1%

4.1%

Real Growth Forecast
2013(P)
2014(F)
0.8%
1.0
0.5
1.5
1.1%

1.0%

aand nutrition are also
sstrong fast-casual selliing points—no surprise,
aas “fresh” helps define
tthe fast-casual segment.
The study also shows that
T
ffast-casual outperforms
midscale and quick-serm
vvice restaurants, when
iit comes to décor, atmossphere and ambiance.

1.3%

Menu Segments Rise
M

T effect of fast-casual
The
iis evident in the limitedsservice menu segments
tthat are seeing the most
4.0
1.0
movement. The segment
m
3.0
1.1
with the highest growth
w
rrate in 2012 was Asian/
4.5
1.5
nnoodle, which increased
ssales by 15%. Leading
3.0
0.4
tthe segment were Panda
Express, whose sales
E
3.8%
4.1%
0.9%
1.1%
were up 19.8% to $1.8
w
bbillion, and Noodles &
Note: Nominal growth assumes inflation rate of 3.0% for 2013 and 2014. Numbers may not add due to rounding. Forecasts and
numbers subject to change. Data may not be comparable to previous editions of this chart due to redefinitions, resegmentation and
Company, for whom
C
revisions.
ssales rose 18.5% to
*Segment uses special “government” inflation of 1% for 2013 and 2014; (P) preliminary; (F) forecast
$$355 million. Asian/
Source: Technomic Inc.
nnoodle concepts appeal
tto consumers who are
seeking authentic ethnic
Beyond Restaurants
ddishes or those that have
bbeen “Americanized.”
Restaurants comprise roughly two thirds of the total foodservice industry. In addition to restaurants, the
Technomic sees opporT
foodservice industry also encompasses meals away-from-home that are prepared in establishments
ttunity for continued
other than restaurants, such as schools, hotels and hospitals. Foodservice is an ancillary function at these
ggrowth in this segment,
establishments, rather than the primary activity.
Like restaurants, the “beyond restaurants” segment is further divided into subsegments. These
pparticularly concepts
tthat emphasize dishes
subsegments are defined primarily by the location of the operation. The largest subsegments and
aand preparation methTechnomic’s growth expectations are listed in the above chart.
Subsegments expected to outpace the industry as a whole include retail hosts. Convenience stores and
oods that consumers can’t
make at home.
m
supermarkets have been raising the quality and freshness of their prepared food items and emphasizing
The bakery-café subvariety, speed of service and portability. Healthcare foodservice is also growing faster than other
subsegments, thanks in part to an aging population and in part to facilities’ ongoing improvement in food
ssegment is another area
where growth—10% in
w
offerings to appeal to guests and employees alike.
22012 over 2011—is outppacing the industry. The
category is led by Panera Bread, which totaled $3.7 billion in
significantly less than at Ruby Tuesday—especially once a
systemwide sales, up more than 12%. Some smaller bakery15% tip is included ($15.62).
café chains (Specialty’s Café & Bakery, La Boulange Café &
Technomic’s Consumer Restaurant Brand Metrics, an
Bakery and Kneaders Bakery & Café) also posted enviable
ongoing consumer study that measures attitudes on more
double-digit sales growth.
than 60 attributes of specific restaurant brands, finds that
Mexican, too, grew by 10% in U.S. sales over 2011.
fast-casual restaurants compete with the casual-dining segCategory leader Taco Bell increased sales by 8.3% to $7.6
ment on food quality, craveability and innovation. Health
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